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upon exiting the temple, rick finds a room with a vase and a mummy. once the vase is cracked, rick opens a hidden passage and enters an area where he can't go forward or backward, but can only go up and down. he must move forward until he finds a switch on the
wall. when the switch is pulled, the room expands, revealing a mummy that jumps out at him and then a lizard mummy that tries to attack him. rick fights off both of them, then he goes down and collects the canopic jar. he then finds a room with a hidden passage,

which is guarded by a couple of mummy assassins, and then he finds a room with a large swinging gate. when the gate opens, a mummy pops out, and rick fights him off and collects a canopic jar. he then returns to the opening and finds a room with a rotating
mummy. the mummy tries to attack him, but rick is able to defeat it. he then goes down and collects a canopic jar. after that, rick finds a room with a zombie mummy. he defeats the mummy, and then he finds a room with a three-headed mummy. rick fights off the

mummy and then goes down to collect a canopic jar. he then finds a room with a mummy that is pushed back and forth by an enormous snake. when the snake stops, rick fights it off and collects a canopic jar. he then goes down and finds a room with a giant python,
which he must kill. the mummy returns features two main modes of gameplay: an adventure mode and a puzzle mode. in the adventure mode you get to experience the same story as in the movie, only it doesn't have any cut scenes in it. in this mode you can choose

between three characters: rick o'connell, evelyn carnahan or imhotep himself.
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the puzzles of the game are very simple, but they are very cleverly designed. most of them
are based on a certain concept, for example, in one of the puzzles you have to find the words

of a book to trigger a door to open. a good puzzle game should be challenging, but not
frustrating. the puzzles in the mummy returns are just perfect for a puzzle game. the main

story consists of six levels of platforming. in each level, rick o' connor must navigate through
a maze of obstacles and enemies to reach the end. in the lost city, there are three levels

where rick must explore various areas of the temple and find a weapon to defeat a mummy
and survive until he reaches the exit. if rick is killed in the lost city, the player can return at
any time to continue playing the game. the game has two difficulty levels. the first level is

easy and has the easiest settings. the second level is harder and has the most difficult
settings. there are also four characters you can play as. you can play as imhotep, imhotep 2,

the mummy, and evelyn. imhotep 2 is the same as imhotep except imhotep 2 does more
damage to the enemies. the mummy is similar to imhotep, except he has more health and

theres a magic spell. evelyn is a dual wielding version of imhotep 2. scorpion imhotep (found
in the southern area of the pyramid)- the head of imhotep's army. he has a low health and is
a green mummy that wears a scorpion helmet. his attacks include shooting of spikes from his
mouth and shooting of two pillars. in the first phase, he will fire a giant pillar from the ground

at you. in the second phase, he will shoot two pillars from the ground. then when he is
reduced to a mortal man on the third phase, you can use any weapon to kill him. defeating
him makes you win the game and you get a closing cutscene from the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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